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About This Game

Battle For Landriel is an RTS without the direct control of the units. The game events take place during the countless invasions
of the armies of orcs and goblins, the dead and other evil things. The responsibility to construct the base lies on the shoulders of

the young commander, including the gathering of resources, as well as helping the warriors in battle with the spells. At first
sight, everything is quite simple, but do not be fooled. The countless Orcs go through the obelisks into our world, and a tactical
approach required for the victory. At the end of each level, there will be a vast upgrade window for you, which is much help in

the fight against the invaders.

Upgrade the skills, monitor the resources and drive the Orcs back into their world. The key to victory is a carefully considered
and designed strategy! Only then you can save the blooming lands of Landriel!
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If you like Castle Crashers, get this. Simple as that really.

It's a colourful, fun lane-based brawler, intuitive and not too easy nor too hard. Hope to see more playable characters in the
future!. Really wasn't expecting it to be what it was. The idea seems really cool and I love these sorts of games but the fact the
game tells you absolutely nothing and I slammed my face into a wiki just to find out how to make a carbon based weapon wasn't
doing the game any favours. It would have been easy to overlook as a discovery game until the further I got in, it's all about
putin's shorts. Combining Vodka and the Internet to make a firewall that makes all porn have realistic writing. Oh how funny(!)

This game really does try too hard and passes absolutely nowhere other than the core idea. It seems like a quick rush based off
Big Pharma's relative success filled with a bunch of 12 year old "omg im so random xd" humour and it's not cute about it at all..
I grew up with these games back in the 80's, so I might have a little nostalgia blindness, but only a little.

The games do not hold up as well as I would like them to, at least the really early ones. Kings quest one and two are very simple
fetch quests, so most modern players will not get a whole lot out of them, but it is fun to see what things were like 30 years ago
(HOLY CRAP 30 YEARS AGO?!?! STOP AGING ME, TIME!)

That being said, Kings quest 3, 4 and 6 are worth the price of admission alone. 3 is challenging, especially because you are on a
timer, so you need to be quick and careful, 4 is gorgeous for its day, and features one of the first ever video game heroines, and
6 is a masterpiece. Written by the fantastic Jane Jensen, creater of the Gabriel Knight series, the story is good, the characters are
fleshed out, the puzzles are great, and even the voice acting is good. I still smile whenever I hear the warmth in the pawn shop
owners voice.

7 is interesting, but very simplified. The graphical change is also a big departure, but it is a servicable adventure game. The plot
is straight outta disney so if you like that sort of thing, go for it. Not my cup of tea.

Ignore 5. Nuts to 5. It is powered by moon logic and is Roberta Williams at her worst. Watch a lets play of it, and mute it
whenever that damn owl opens his beak. He is the Jar Jar Binks of adventure games!. Resident Evil: Revelations 2 DLC - The
Struggle

The Struggle feels like story content that was supposed to be in the main game but they couldn't find a good enough
place for it to fit into the main narrative. It features some very important character development for Moira and I can
honestly say I thoroughly enjoyed it.. Nice presentation, however quite limited for the money ($15). Arcade ball physics,
doesn't take much to hit a massive HR. Would be better if there was at least an option to go between arcade mode and
something more realistic. Also, perhaps vary the type of pitchers in some sort of progressive mode (start with easy
pitchers and work your way up). Just saying there needs to be more game modes and variation to justify the price. As
is, it should be at most $5.

It does have a great starting point for something better however. If more features are added, I could recoomend it. But
overall for the current price point I cannot.. oh my god...

i have never felt moved enough to ever write a review for any game in my library before... but this...

I'm still blubbing..

Fantastic, emotional story. excellent puzzles. connection with characters is incredible, and my god it hits you right in
the feels!.
I wont spoil the ending, but be prepared to shed a tear when it all comes together.
Very very emotional game.
Hats off to the developers, a work of art.
Thank you for allowing me to be part of it.
thank you.... Here you play as a commander and must muster civillians to construct and man defenses
against kaiju, of which there are various types, with vulnerabilities against certain defences and resistances against
others.
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Investing Science earned from defeated enemies and clearing maps you can upgrade your commander for faster
construction time, movement speed etc and upgrade your defences unlocking additional properties such as pushback
increased range etc

Killing kaiju by balancing what you build where you place it and what civillians you have manning what, for example
if you leave civillians in defences across the map to improve them, they cant help you build defenses for an incoming
wave or repair structures that may have been damaged, or you may have difficulty evacuating them if required

Early game severes as an extended tutorial introducing how different types of kaiju and weapons interact but more
types are intrroduces as you progress through levels and to 100% all missions will require going back once you have
more upgrades adding a level of replayability due to bonus objectives, and also allowing you to test new weapon
unlocks etc

Very fun, a well excecuted example of the genre .. Too nervous.

It takes too long to play in order to start getting pleasure from the game.
You can't control aim of your weapons with the mouse. I can live with it, i fly and destroy weak ships and
simultaneously build abomination-ship. In the end of the level I want rebuild, but I can't do it - 80 seconds is not
enough to rearrange all parts, becouse in mass they are almost broken. So I loose details and patience.
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Everything is wrong about this game.
Game interface is irritating, it does not activate controls under cursor but responds on clicking, so when you click it does not
actually click on a control under mouse cursor but "clicks" on a currently selected control. For example, when game asks you if
you accept a quest, there are two controls displayed Yes and No and Yes is highlighted, and if you click on No, it actually counts
Yes because it was highlighted. You have to navigate to No with keyboard and then click or Enter.
Exactly same with all menus, inventory and skills, it all better navigated using keyboard.

Combat is garbage, it feels clunky and like turn based so easily can be manipulated and dodges are completely useless.
Indie looking animations, movement controls and poor dialogues don't add to the game.

Jumping is whole new level of sh*t in this game, once you need to jump over deadly river you die because jumping sucks and
grabbing edges is for suckers.

And I was seeing the mouse cursor all the time in game.. When you beat the game Harambe is brought back from the dead.
Actually really fun for a puzzle game with a story. I usually hate this style of game.. I waited sooo long for them to release this
game, and now that it's out, all I can say is big WOW
Story is perfect so far (I passed maybe 40% of the game), it's really comic and above all, it's very interesting to play :)

Keep up the good work guys ^_^. This is seriously the worst vive game I have downloaded, even at free, this would be horrible.

The control mechanism is poorly thought out, with no real feel that you are flying.

The graphics are horrible, the menu control system is rediculous.

At free it is a waste of time, charging for this is a joke.. This games great. This game is just bad. the art style is pretty good and
nice but this game is more of a novelty more than anything. you might find it the humour in it funny, i didn't unfortunately. I'd
recommend skipping on this game.

3\/10. The more you play Spellstone, the more you begin to understand it for what it is. It's not something you can speedrun or
play in one sitting. It's not the kind of game that you sit down to spend a weekend grinding. This game is an investment, a
marathon, a way of life. Once you start to take this game seriously, you've got the app on your phone and your checking on it
every couple of hours, joining alliances of the strongest guilds and competing in every clash and guild war.

But the game actually has a very low barrier of entry. The total simplicity of the card crafting, upgrading, and fighting makes for
a really easy-to-play casual game. It has a decent storyline with solid rewards and a convincing difficulty curve, and the cards
themselves are well-drawn, easy to understand, and feature an exciting evolution-esque upgrade system.

I have never found another CCG with such simplicity. The other games in this genre are saturated with over-complication and
such absurd strategy that even after finishing the tutorial, you still don't know how the game works. But Spellstone's simplicity
made me fall in love with it at first sight.

Spellstone's a free-to-play CCG, so it's obviously pay-to-win; that just comes with the genre. An energy system also restricts the
amount you can play in a single session, but there are so many things to do that you can play the game for hours at a time
without waiting for recharges. You can compete for rewards constantly, in both PvP and PvE, earning premium cards for the
performance of both you and your guild.

Obviously, like all games, this one has its issues, but it's free-to-play and full of features.. 18 Floors promised, only 2 available.
They ran out of funds or ran off with the money but there was running going on. By the way it's buggy on Windows Mixed
Reality devices and besides visual artifacts you can't properly rotate notes, which is something you'll want to do a lot. Avoid..
Not worth it after nerf.
nerfing is ok but CHANGING the core component of commender is not
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